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Abstract
Job scheduling is an important component of Hadoop. Hadoop default FIFO
scheduling algorithm is simple and easy to achieve and widely used; but it lacks
consideration in the characteristic of data locality, which will lead to heavy traffic during
network transmission and task execution, then computing resources cannot be fully
utilized and a series of other drawbacks. Meanwhile the static function of resource slots
in Map and Reduce stages make such defects worse. This paper proposes a job
scheduling algorithm (Interactive Scheduler Algorithm) IS based on interacting the
master node and slave nodes from the data locality and tasks allocation. The algorithm
improves FIFO and the usage of computing resource, realizes the dynamic conversion of
map slots and reduces slots. In the end through the comparison of experiment it is proved
that the IS has a great improvement in job scheduling for Hadoop.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the Internet and growth of users, data generation rate
also shows explosive growth, which makes big data become a popular search term
nowadays. Faced with increasingly large amounts of data, the traditional big machines
process powerless. Along with the progress of software technology, the concept of
distributed computing has been raised once again. This is a way of low cost and high
efficiency by connecting a large number of low-cost PC and making up cluster to store
and analyze massive amounts of data. Simply speaking, this is a great change in the field
of data processing from “centralizing to decentralizing”. Among the distributed
processing platforms, Apache Hadoop [1] is the most active and widely used one and one
of the open source project under the Apache Software Foundation. In Hadoop platform
the realization of the bottom layer is transparent for the user. The programmers need only
consider the algorithm itself to write distributed applications. Thanks for the usability,
many cloud enterprises and Hadoop enthusiasts involve in Hadoop family actively, that
also make Hadoop users and Hadoop attention keep raising.
In Hadoop there are three kinds of scheduling methods. FIFO Scheduler [2], Fair
Scheduler [3], Capacity Scheduler [4]. The default is FIFO. Both Fair Scheduler and
Capacity Scheduler is oriented multi-user and fairness, the only difference is the different
realization mechanism. Capacity Scheduler is a kind of computing ability scheduling
algorithm developed by Yahoo to restrict each user’s resources by the memory constraint,
the method of resource allocation is queue. Fair Scheduler is developed by Facebook and
mainly for itself application. The algorithm has outstanding characteristics that small jobs
response fast and big jobs perform high character to ensure and guarantee the fairness of
each job occupation of resources. For fairness it uses resource pool to allocate.
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Figure 1. Model of FIFO
FIFO is a kind of batch processing scheduler. All jobs are submitted into a JobQueue
based on first in first out as Figure 1 show. And each job is split into different tasks in
TaskQueue. The advantage of FIFO is simple and easy to achieve and the application is
very wide and less computing burden to JobTracker; but it also has many drawbacks: the
task allocation for data locality just keeps as much as possible and the slot is oriented to
function but job. Therefore many scholars have tried to improve from all aspects.
Xiaohong Zhang [5] had been proposed scheduling algorithm considering whether
allocate Non-Local tasks or not if the job scheduler cannot select Data-Local tasks. Shadi
Ibrahim [6] had proposed Maestro: a scheduling algorithm for Map tasks to be selected
based on the number of hosted Map tasks and on the replication scheme for its input
splits. Matei Zaharia [7] proposed a scheduling algorithm aiming at solving the local
problems caused by Non-Local data scheduling. Dynamic Proportional Scheduler [8]
allows users to adjust the priority levels of assigning to their jobs. Kamal Kc [11]
proposed a constraint based scheduler that dispatching tasks in a real time cluster. But
these algorithms have failed to take into account the localization characteristic of the data
and the initiative of TaskTracker nodes in task allocation. For these problems, we put
forward a kind of interactive scheduling algorithm (Interactive Scheduler) IS scheduling
algorithm.

2. Related Definition of IS
In order to describe the IS scheduling algorithm, it need to be given some related
definition. The concept of IS as follow.
2.1. Transmission Time
The transmission time is that data nodes copy the input split of the task to the nodes
requesting tasks. t 1 , s , v respective represent the transmission time, the size of block,
transmission speed of switch. So,

t1 

s
v

(1)

2.2. Waiting Time
The waiting time is the remaining execution time of the task in execution status in the
TaskTracker nodes. t 2 , w respective represent the waiting time and the percentage of
task completed. Accounting the difference between the different tasks, we evaluate
MAX {T1 , T2 ,TN } represent the maximum execution time in the queue of the
TaskTracker node. So,

t 2  MAX {T1 , T2 ,TN }(1  w)

(2)

Slot [9] is the basic unit of execution tasks in MapReduce. Each node in the default
configures 2 map slots and 1 reduce slot, And map slot is just for map task and reduce slot
just for reduce task. The slot number can represent clusters’ calculation scale in a certain
extent.
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2.3. Effective Slot
The slot number of the map or reduce task in execution status. Suppose cluster A has n
nodes, so the quantity of effective map slot is Qm [0,2n] and reduce slot is

Q r  [0, n] in default.
2.4. Effective Slot Rate
The ratio of the slot number of the map or reduce task in execution status and the
corresponding total slots. So,

Qm
*100%
Q
Q
l r  r *100%
Q
lm 

(3)
(4)

In the equation lm , lr , Q represent effective map slot rate, effective reduce slot rate,
the total number of Map slots or Reduce slots in cluster.

3. IS Scheduling Algorithm
According to the definition of part 2, it explain the IS from the goal, the data flow and
the control flow and the implementation process in this chapter.
3.1. The Goal of IS
The default FIFO is scheduling according to the order of arrival in job queue as show
in Figure 1. Being scheduled job is cut into task splits and assigned to the TaskTracker
nodes for executing. The next scheduling waits until the whole work is done. The whole
process is a serial. So there are the following drawbacks:
1) The tasks assigned to the TaskTracker nodes for execution cannot ensure the data
locality. And the executions for Non-Local tasks will heavy the network transmission.
2) As a result of machine processing speed difference, the uncertainty of the task, the
static allocation of resources and a series of reasons, parts of the machines are in a waiting
state after map task. For computing resources it is a huge waste.
Therefore, this paper propose IS scheduling algorithm is to give full play to the
initiative of the TaskTracker nodes that does not have the data locality; it chooses the
most suitable task assigned to the current TaskTracker node through interaction with the
JobTracker node. Secondly, in the initial cluster the initialization of slot all set for Map
and Reduce slot value set to 0. In the process of job executing, the Map slot dynamically
converted to Reduce slot. So it can effectively reduce the amount of data transmission in
the network and improve the utilization rate of resources and the effective slot rate of the
platform.
3.2. The Combination of HDFS and IS
Because HDFS has fully taken into account the reliability and fault tolerance of the
data. Therefore, we should make full use of this characteristic to reach the data locality
maximum in task scheduling in IS algorithm. Note that we will strictly ensure the HDFS
blocks are consistent with the size of the Map task splits for avoiding the task of data
distribute in two or more data block.
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Figure 2. Topology of the Cluster
As show in Figure 2 the topology of the cluster. Rack1 and Rack2 interconnect with
each other through switch 1 and switch 2. The data block is well-distributed according to
the HDFS default storage strategy. With the unexpected failure downtime and load
balancing into account, the storage layout will change dynamically. In the IS algorithm,
when the data does not have localization features, it will consider the weight of the
transmission time and waiting time on the “near” node with data to balance. Here have a
measurement on the definition of the “near” node. In the precondition of without loss of
generality, it follows the default storage rules to choose any three nodes. Now suppose
that it choose n 1，n 5，n 10 three nodes. The data of D in these three nodes have a
backup. The letter d represents the distance between points. Thus

 d(n 1 , n 1 )  0

f (d )   d(n 1 , n 5 )  1
d(n , n )  2
 1 10

(5)

Where 0 represents the distance between processes in the same node and 1 represents
the distance between nodes in the same rack and 2 represents the distance between nodes
in different racks. JobTracker will select a node according distance from small to large
after weighting on neighboring nodes with distance.
3.3. The Data Flow of IS
The data go through 4 processes from Input to Output.
step1. From Input phase to Map phase that exist the problem of data locality. If data
split in the current TaskTracker where a backup have, it is a kind of optimal situation;
Otherwise, turn to the next step.
step2. If the task is assigned to the other node without backup data that need to
consider the weight of wait time and the cost of transmission time in the “near” node.
When the waiting time of the node is smaller than transmission time, this data block is
reserved for the “near” node and waiting for the completion of the current task for the
next call. Otherwise the data block transmission to the current assigned task node.
step3. All of above are not satisfied then it believe the TaskTracker enter to Reduce
phase. Map slots will change to Reduce slots dynamically and Reduce slots will process
the intermediate data during that time.
step4. Eventually all nodes enter into the Reduce phase, handle the Reduce tasks and
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output operations completely.
The overall flow Figure of data as follows:
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Figure 3. Data Flow of MapReduce

3.4. The Implementation Process of IS
For IS it takes a coordinated approach to task allocation between JobTracker and
TaskTracker based on the data locality. First exploration of sequence allocate in FIFO as
show in Figure 1. Go back to the JobTracker node adjusts redistribution when the
TaskTracker node does not meet the data locality rather than one request according to the
order of tasks.
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Figure 4. The Process of IS
The step of execution as follows.
step1. When receiving a task, first of all TaskTracker node judge whether the data exist
or not. If do, execute directly. Otherwise, turn to the next step.
step2. TaskTracker nodes will feedback the information to the JobTracker node
through heart beat. The JobTracker node will reselection task according to data locality in
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JobQueue. If there exist then allocate and execute directly, Otherwise the next step.
step3. JobTracker node will select the most neighboring nodes after calculating the
waiting time and transmission time according to the distance. The data will transfer and
the node will perform a task if transmission time is less than the waiting time, or turn to
the next step.
step4. All of these conditions are not satisfied that indicates the task is being carried on
or will be executed, on the whole the Job is about to complete the map stage. The idle
map slots change to reduce slots for reduce task.
step5. It will wait for the arrival of the next job for rescheduling after all the tasks
completed.

4. Verification
For fairness it uses the available slot and available slot rate predicate pros and cons
between FIFO and IS algorithm first. The effective map slot for FIFO is related with the
cluster scale and is an inverse relationship from experience show; but in IS it is based on
the FIFO focus on data locality, so slot rate will change in a high level. And in the Map
and Reduce phase it has certain concurrency; to a certain extent it will shorten the
execution time of tasks.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, it validates the performance
on the Hadoop1.1.2 platform, environment shown in the table below.
Table 1. The Verification Environment

Version
File System
Benchmark program
Scheduler
Data

Hadoop1.1.2
HDFS
sort
IS/FIFO
RandomWriter

Table 2. The Configuration of Master Node

CPU

Intel○
RXeon(R) CPU E5-2620 @2.00GHZ×2
OS
Ubuntu12.04
Kernel
Linux 3.2.0-60-generic
Memory size
4G

Table 3. The Configuration of Slave Nodes

CPU

Intel○
RXeon(R) CPU E5-2620 @2.00GHZ×2
OS
Ubuntu12.04
Kernel
Linux 3.2.0-60-generic
Memory size
2G

The Hadoop cluster consists of 9 nodes for the experimental environment. The master
node and four slave nodes install in a single virtual host, the other 4 nodes in another
virtual host. Two hosts are connected through two Gigabit switches.
It uses effective slots of slave node number, total execution time and CPU utilization
three indexes comparing the two algorithms. In a certain cluster, the effective rate of slot
is determined by effective slot number. Therefore, we only take effective slot number one
parameter for comparing.
Each TaskTracker running on a slave node in the cluster monitor the state of the CPU
through relevant “/proc/stat” command [10] in the present time. “/proc/stat” displays all
the activity information of all CPUs and every CPU. It takes the I/O waiting time
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information iowait and collects sample points to CPU usage to calculate. For different
data splits, it set different threshold. When the I/O waiting time exceeds a specified
threshold, it believes the data is in transmission at this point; otherwise it is an effective
slot.

Figure 5. The Comparison of Effective Slots
Figure 5 shows the number of effective slots of two algorithms in dealing with the
same task. IS scheduler algorithm is more than FIFO overall, but the gap is a little
difference. This is because the number of nodes is relatively small. Even if allocation in
order will have a large probability selected data of the local node. But in the cluster with
more nodes, with the decrease of the probability, the IS algorithm will reflect the
advantage better. The gaps between the two can be widened. Another IS scheduler is
ahead of FIFO in deadline. This also reflects the superiority of algorithm.
Figure 6 is the same amount of data processing time of the normalized representation.
First of all, on the execution time IS scheduler is obviously faster than FIFO. On the other
hand, with the increase of the amount of data, the gap of the execution time is increasing
that also illustrated the advantage of IS on the large amount of data.

Figure 6. The Comparison of Execution Time of Different Data Size
Figure 7 is a comparison chart by collecting samples calculated CPU usage. IS on the
ratio of resource basically is higher than FIFO. The initial IS utilization rate lower than
the FIFO because the node is not assigned to the data localization task, which is a
dynamic process of adjustment influence the CPU usage. But the IS has some
improvement in the utilization of computing resources after all.
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Figure 7. The Comparison of CPU Utilization

5. Conclusion
This paper puts forward a kind of interactive job scheduling algorithm (IS), the
algorithm maximize the data locality in an interactive mechanism between master node
and slave nodes and reduce the amount of transmission data in the network to speed up
the task completion. It is an improvement to the FIFO algorithm optimization, but there
are still some flaws in the algorithm, several parameters calculation formula on accuracy
is difficult to grasp that will affect the allocation of tasks. At the same time, too much
calculation also increases the workload of the master node. Therefore, this is the focus of
the next step study. On the whole the task execution time has certain ascend.
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